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Vine leaves are generally used for wrapping around fish or cheese'

or for stuffing and rolling into logs The best known stuffed vine

leaves are the ones filled with aromatic rice and served cold ln

Turkish, these are known as yalancr yaprak dolmasr' meaninq false

stuffed vine leaves, because they do not contain meat The meat-

filled version, etli yaprak dolmasr, is regarded as the real thing' and
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SERVES 4 6

1 Put the lamb in a bowl and stir in

the onions, rice and herbs Season with

salt and pepper, bind with 15ml/1 tbsp

of the oil and knead with your hands

? Lay one of the vrne leaves on a flat

surface and spoon a little of the meat

and rlce n-rixture at the top of the leaf'

Pull the top of the leaf over the fllling'

fold in the sides, then roll the leaf into a

tight, stout-shaped Iog' Repeat with the

remaining leaves and filllng'

3 Arrange the stuffed vine leaves,

seam side down, in a deeP, wide,

heavy pan. Pack them tightly together

in circles, making more than one layer

if they won't all fit on the bottom of

the pan.

4 ln a bowl, mix the rernaining oil with

the lemon luice and 15Omll1/t $ntl7/s

.Lp wdler, IhAI' Pour ovel lhe vine

leaves. The liquid should come at least

halfway uP the top layer, so You may

need to add extra liquid.

S Put the Pan over a medium heat'

once the liquid begins to bubble, place a

plate over the leaves to stop them frorn

unravelling, followed by a lid or foil

Lower the heat and leave the vine leaves

to stearn qently for 45 minutes, until the

rice and meat are cooked' Serve hot,

with the Yogurt and lemon wedges'


